HEIMDAL SECURITY
Thor Foresight Enterprise

Achieve proactive security and
enhance your resilience with
Thor Foresight Enterprise
Proactive, next-gen security featuring EDR and HIPS
capabilities to combat evolving threats and fully
secure your organization.

Multiple deployment tools create confusion,
slow down your reaction time and open
your enterprise to devastating malware
and ransomware attacks.

99%

OF EXPLOITED
VULNERABILITIES

99% of the vulnerabilities exploited will be
the ones known to security and IT
professionals for at least a year.
- Gartner
Outdated software is the most common
attack vector. It leaves your organization
exposed and can result in ransomware
infections or critical data leaks.

$5

MILLION
IN DAMAGE COSTS

$5 million – the average cost of a single
ransomware attack.
The embedded Darklayer GUARD™ is the EDR you
need in this threatscape, bringing unique
traffic-based malware blocking to prevent endpoint
compromise and eliminate the risk of data
exfiltration.

Alongside the proprietary VectorN Detection™,
with its behavioral analysis of endpoint traffic and
IOAs / IOCs, your organization gains the essential
threat hunting tools to actually anticipate attacks
and map out the security-critical points in your
environment.

- Ponemon Institute

3,785

CORPORATE
DATA BREACHES

In 2017, as recorded in The Internet Crime
Complaint Center (IC3). On average, 10
data breaches happen daily.
- FBI
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With the X-Ploit Resilience module, your
organization gains the most powerful and flexible
policy deployment tool, with: automated
vulnerability, patching - 3rd party software
installation - essential intelligence reporting.

Featuring automated vulnerability patching,
3rd party and Microsoft software installation
alongside essential intelligence reporting,
X-Ploit Resilience brings everything in one place,
with granular controls so you can act precisely.

Vulnerability management should not be a
game of whack-a-mole, nor the biggest
time-sink in your workflows because of
antiquated, opaque solutions.

Move beyond SCCM / WSUS and
discover this unique threat
prevention and policy deployment
tool for an unrivaled control over
your entire infrastructure.
X-Ploit Resilience: the next-gen, fully
automated patching and software
management solution.

Fully customizable and 100% compatible with existing solutions, Thor Foresight Enterprise provides unparalleled
threat hunting and threat prevention to combat next-gen malware, ransomware and other enterprise threats.

Choose a ﬂexible, cost-saving solution for patch and software deployment management.
Eliminate the vulnerabilities that can expose your valuable data.

Exercise true control over your
environment and build true
resilience in front of critical
cyber threats like ransomware.
Leading product and intelligence

Take your cyber resilience to the next level with the
next-gen EDR solution

Appraised by the FBI, working with EUROPOL
and USDOJ and endorsed by NC3
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